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PREFACE

This Progress Report and the one that will follow are devoted completely
to the studies concerning dynamic optimal control of world models that
were conducted in the context of the Dutch national project group 'Global
Dynamics'. The participants in these studies were:
- The Royal Dutch/Shell Laboratory Amsterdam
(Ir. Oerlemans, Ir. Tellings)
- Twente University of Technology
(Prof. Kwakernaak, Dr. Olsder, Ir. Strijbos)
- Delft University of Technology
(Prof. Dekker, Ir. de Groot, Ir. Ker ckhoffs, Ir. Van Eyndhoven)
- Eindhoven University of Technology
(Dr. de Jong, Mr. Kool (Math. Dept . ), Prof. Rademaker, Prof. van der
Grinten, Ir. Thissen, Ir. van der Hijden, Ir. de Mol, Ir. Kessels,
Ir. van de Wijdeven, Ir. van Schuur, Ir. Paulissen and Ir. Dercksen).
The above shows that many people have contributed, directly or indirectly,
to the optimisation activities, which means that it is impossible to
acknowledge with precision all their individual contributions.
This report will be restricted to a general discussion of the
optimisation studies with emphasis on the results obtained, and of their
meaning in connection with the world model that was used, while in the
next report, V7, more attention will be paid to methodological and
mathematical aspects. A quite detailed description of the dynamic
optimisation activities will be found in Reference Isl, which is now
being prepared for publication in the series "Lecture Notes in Control
and Information Sciences", edited by Prof.Dr. A.V.Balakrishnan and
Prof.Dr.Ing. M.Thoma, and issued by Springer Verlag, Berlin.
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1.

1NTR01JLICT10N

1. 1

(1Jotrl.d ffodw

Since the publication of "Limits to Growth" 11 I, the interest in world
models has increased rapidly. As is well known, the book warns
our society against a number of crises that might, conceivably, develop
within half a century if current trends, such as economic growth and
increasing pollution, are going to continue as in the past.
Before touching upon the practical value of world models, it may
be useful to define what the term "world model" means. The term refers
to a mathematical model describing in an abstract way those aspects of
human society that are considered to be relevant and lend themselves
to quantification, the latter meaning that it must be possible to
describe by numbers what is going on. One of the most important questions
is for what purpose such a mathematical model is intended to be used. Of
course, according as a world model is expected to represent reality more
closely, more (variable) quantities will have to be introduced and the
relations between these have to be determined more accurately. In view of
these points it is easy to understand that most of the criticisms
concerning world models have concentrated on the va.Li.,d.,,Uy of the model in
question. In connection with the Forrester model, the criticisms focussed
mainly upon:
(a) The absence of relevant variables (religious, social and political)
that were not recognised as being relevant or were omitted because
they were not quantifiable.
(b) The aggregated character of the model, which means that many more or
less similar variables are represented by one single number without
taking into account the influence of geographical location,
nationality, level of development and prosperity, etc.
(c) The lack of knowledge concerning the interrelations between the
different variables; for example, we know next to nothing about the
influence of pollution on the birth rate, certainly not in case the
level of global pollution is far higher than ever before.
There is no way of getting around criticisms of this nature, except,
perhaps, by constructing better world models. This is precisely what has
happened iri the past few years. Several new models have been developed
in the course of attempts to better meet the various criticisms mentioned
above. The first world model, Forrester's, has relatively little reallife value; the world model subsequently developed at M.I.T. by Meadows
et al. 13 is more detailed (280 instead of 120 relations)· and appears to
be better founded, Kaya constructed a "distributed" world model in which
not only the time, but also Gross Product per caput was employed
as an independent parameter 141 (see also our Progress Report No.5).
More recently, world models constructed by teams of the Fundacion
Bariloche
and Mesarovic-Pestel
are characterised by a division
into regions, each region being described by a separate model.
Particularly the Mesarovic-Pestel model, which is still being further
developed, appears to be quite detailed.

I

Isl

1. 2

1) qna.mi..c.

l6I

op.:tirn,w a.;t,i.o n

The world models of Forrester and Meadows depict a very grim future
indeed, as is probably well known to every reader. However, also a few
results were presented to indicate that the model could be made to
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behave in a less unpleasant way, provided the available natural resources
were used more sparingly, pollution wa s attacked more vigorously, etc.
In a mathematical model such changes can be easily implemented by changing
a few parameters or maybe by eliminating the influence of certain
variables, but it is difficult, if not impossible, to translate such acts
into real-world polielj meMU/1.e..6; it is only some model elements that are
changed (usually at a certain moment, by a certain amount, and once and
for ever).
An entirely different approach - less primitive and unrealistic in
our opinion - is the subject of this Progress Report and the next. It is
based upon the introduction of certain concepts of control engineering,
which lead to far more gradual measures, "better" results, and results
that tend to be far less critically dependent upon the model than the
abrupt measures proposed by Forrester, and Meadows et al.
For the present purpose, two kinds of control can be distinguished, viz , :
(a) Stabilising control,
(b) Optimising control.
Stab.ll-L6ing eonbtol attempts to keep a number of variables as near as
possible to a number of prescribed values, for example by the addition of
feedback loops. By way of illustration, the results of a few attempts at
stabilising control of a simplified version of Forrester's model were
reported in Reference 171,
The application of dyn~e optimwing con.bl.of to Forrester's world
model is the main subject of this report. The aim of optimising control
is not to stabilise a system, but to so influence its behaviour that it
is optima.l according to a prescribed criterion. For example, Forrester's
world model contains a variable called the Quality of Life (QL). A
preliminary investigation of the model reveals that it is relatively
easy to make the quality of life very large in a particular year - e.g.
next year - but only to the detriment of the conditions during many other
years. That is why dynamie optimising control makes sense if a fairly
long period of time is considered; hence the aveJtaqe quat-i.;ty oo line
until, ~ay, 2100 would be a better criterion.
But a further inspection of the problem reveals that this average can be
raised to fantastic heights by letting the population decline as rapidly
as possible, for example by drastically reducing food production during
a few years. This illustrates that a criterion has to be chosen with
great care. We shall return to this subject in Section 2.4.
Conbtol requires means of influencing system behaviour.
Such means have been given many different names. Economists may call them
iM.tltumenU on eeonomie pouey. Politicians may tend to think in terms of
lw.J~. We shall call them eonbtol vaJr..iablu. As explained earlier, the
MIT-models were not designed to be used in conjunction with control concepts;
the thinking of their originators did not go beyond changing a modelelement here and there. Therefore, we had to introduce control variables
ourselves; in Section 2.3 we shall show, by way of illustration, how
control variables were introduced into Forrester's world model in such a
way that the concepts underlying the model were not violated and that the
standard-run behaviour corresponds exactly with Forrester's original
standard run.
1. 3

The FoJUr.U:teJt model

M

an object ofi ~:tudtj

This model was chosen for the optimising control studies mainly for the
following reasons: although heralded as a "complex, dynamic, nonlinear
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multivariable feedback-loop mod el ", it is a ,: :tually a very simple model,
of which the behaviour turns out to be ea sy to understand provided one
attempts to gain insight into its internal functioning (see previous
Progress Reports ) . Also, its standard-run behaviour shows a remarkable
resemblance to that of its successor, the somewhat more complicated
Meadows model which, at the time our studies were started, was far
from fully document ed and apparen tly still in a transient state. In
view of the fact that optimising cont rol studies take a great deal of
computer time, and having discovered a very simple model that appeared
to reproduce the standard-run behaviour of Forrester's model fairly
accurately, we decided to start with such a simplified version and to
let various subgroups collect experience with different methods of
achieving dynamic optimal control of such simple models, before tackling
the complete Forrester model.
1. 4

Obj ec;t_,,i_v e/2 o ~ the op.tirni-6 ilia n l.);tucue/2
The optimisation a ctivities took place in the context of a broad research
program of the project group Global Dynamics. The objectives were basically twofold. First, to provide the discussion about the problems identified
by The Club of Rome with systems and control engineering contributions
based on mathematical models, where the optimisation subgroup concentrated
its efforts on the possibilities of dynamic optimisation of these models.
Secondly, to gain more experience with, and to get a better picture o~ the
relative advantages and disadvantages of various methods of dynamic optimisation, particularly with a view to their application to higher-order models
coming into use for this purpose in technology and social sciences. While
the next Progress Report (V7) will concentrate mainly on mathematical and
methodological aspects, the present Progress Report mostly deals with subjects like problem formulation, typical difficulties and results, and the
sensitivity of the r e su lts with respect to the principal elements of the
problem formulation.

2.

FORRESTER'S ('10RLTJ ~,{{)TJEL ANV THE INTROVUCTTON OF CONTROL VARIABLES

2. 1

I n;tJto duc;t_,,i_o n
Forrester's model - henceforth also to be referred to as the F-model - has
provided the starting point of our optimisation studies. Only a brief
description will be given here; a complete description is given in j2j.
As mentioned above, we started by experimenting with simplified versions
of this model, mainly to gain numerical experience with various methods of
dynamic optimisation, as will be described in more detail in the next
Progress Report, V7.

2. 2
FoMC¼teA' I.) model.
2. 2. 1 Sec..toM _and_ l.);ta;te, _va.JT..,[rtble/2
The F-model consists of five sectors each containing a state variable as a
representative quantity. A state variable is a variable the ~a;te
Qha.nge
of which is given as a function of model variables; for example: the rate of
change of the size of the population is given as the difference between the
birth rate and the death rate. In total, there are five state variables which,
together, represent the l.);ta;te of the model; once the values of these five
variables are given, the values of all other model variables can be calculated,
after which the rate of change of the five state variables can be calculated,
so that it becomes possible to determine the new values of these variables
after a day, a week, a year, or any suitable time interval. By repeating this

on
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procedure, the behaviour of the model variables as a function of time
can be calculated for any period of time. In this report, we shall
usually consider calculations starting from the conditions in 1970
and continued until 2100, The five sectors and state variables are:
(1) The population sector
P (Population) is the state variable representing the size of the
world population.
(2) The production sector
The value of the state variable CI (Capital Investment) represents
the total available means of production.
(3) Agricultural sector
The state variable CIAF represents the Fraction of CI invested in
Agriculture.
(4) Pollution sector
The total amount of pollution in the world is represented by the
state variable POL (Pollution).
(5) The natural resources sector
In this sector, NR (Natural Resources) is the state vari able representing the natural resources still available in the world as a
whole.
Henceforth.indices in this report will correspond to this classification;
particularly, index 1 will refer to population, index 4 to pollution and
index 5 to natural resources,

2.2.2 The_dyna.m<..C6_on_the_~ta;te_va.Juable.J.>
As already described briefly in the preceding section, the dynamic
behaviour of the state variables in the F-wodel may be described by five
difference equations of the following form:
x(t + 6t) = x(t) + 6t ,GR(x),

(2. I)

where x(t) is a vector representing the five state variables at time t,
while 6t represents a (relatively short) time interval and GR(x) the
"growth" of x, or more precisely: its change per unit of time (for example:
its change per year). Starting from a given state x(t) at time t , this
equation (2.1) enables us to calculate x for any numb~r of time s~eps. This
is the way Forrester calculated the behaviour of his model from 1900 to
2100 with time steps 6t = 0.2 year.
We prefer to employ a more advanced procedure, starting from the differential
equation:

i

= GR(x),

(2.2)

which follows from (2,1) if 6t ~ 0. Accurate approximate solutions are
found by applying a 4th-order Runge-Kutta integration method using a tine
interval 6t = 2 years, the solution usually covering the period from 1970
to 2100.
The model equations and some important details are described in the
Appendix.

2.3 The in.:tlr.oduw.on 06 eon.:tltol va.Juable/2
2.3. 1 Venin,,Lt,i,on_on_con.f"..Jtol_vaJuableJ.>
The standard-run behaviour of the F-model shows what the MIT teams prefer to
call a coilap~e, i.e. a decrease in certain state variables which is mainly due to the depletion of natural resources, although other mechanisms also
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play a part. It was argued that various me2sures introduced by changing the
values of certain model coefficients do not significantly affect the basic
behaviour of the model,
We shall now consider the possibilities of affecting model behaviour
by means of control, in which case the "measure" is not a change made at
a certain moment, once and for ever, but in which control variables are
continuously adapted to the changes taking place in the model itself. The
control variables, of which the physical meaning is to be explained later,
are a function of time and, in principle, of the model variables. The control
variables have to be so defined that they fit logically into the original
model. In the case of Forrester's model, the production sector provides an
excellent possibility: ·capital Investments CI may be regarded as divided into
a part used for agricultural purposes (a fraction CIAF), and a part producing
a stream of goods and services. This stream, to be denoted by ISO (Industrial
and Service Output) is a measure of the nonagricultural Gross World Product in
the model. The essential idea of introducing ~ontrol variables is that this
ISO stream is thought to be split up into five fractions, four of which (UP,
UCI, UPOL, UNR) to be used to influence one of the state variables directly,
as follows:
ISO(t).UP(t)
= part of ISO used for birth control
ISO(t).UCI(t) = part of ISO invested in means of production (CI)
ISO(t).UPOL(t) = part of ISO devoted to pollution control
ISO(t).UNR(t) = part of ISO devoted to reduce usage of natural
resources.
After these four allocations have been made, the remainder of ISO becomes
available for consumption, as illustrated in Figure 1.

CI•CIAF (means of agricultural production)
CI
means of
production

yield= NREM/ICOR

ISO

a.Llo c.a:Uo n..6

:

remainder to
ISO•UCI
(re-investment)

Figu1te.

'consumption'
(CMSL)

Scheme of control by allocation of the Industrial and Service
Output to different purposes.
(a list of symbols is given on Page 23)
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This figure shows that productivity is ass :1med to depend on an efficiency
or yield factor, y, which is a function of the remaining amount of natural
resources, NREM, divided by a factor that is also called the Industrial
Capital/Output Ratio (ICOR), and which relates the rate of production per
unit of time to-the means of production available . Note that at this point
the only difference from the original model is that another equation has
been introduced to account for the reinvestment in industrial capital; if
UCI is chosen equal to about 0.22 and allowe d to vary slightly as a function
of time, the standard-run behaviour of the o riginal model can be reproduced
exactly.
But the fraction UCI may now also be regarded as an element of a convtol
v~c:to~ u (UP , UCI, UPOL, UNR) the other components of which represent allocations
intended to affect the behaviour of other state variables of the mo del, while
the remainder of ISO becomes available for other purposes; as we shall see
later, this stream could be regarded as another measure of th e ~1aterial Standard
of Living (MSL), namely the Consumption Mat erial Standard of Living (CMSL),
which is subsequently regarded as a measure of the true material standard of
living of the world's population when calculating the Quality of Li fe.

2.3.2 Ennec:t_ot_con.:t.Jtol_va.Juable.6
We have already discussed the influence of the re-investment control variable
UCI, the introduction of which leads to the following differential equation:

•

CI= UCI.ISO - 0.0?.5.CI.

( 3)

In this equation, ISO can be expressed in terms of the other model variables
as explained in the Appendix.
The effect of the control variables on the other state variables, P,
POL, and NR, is assumed to be determined by so-called contlr.ol 6unilion6 G(u),
namely:
- UP affecting the birth rate BR according to
BR.G 1 (UP),
- UPOL controlling the pollution production POLG according to
POLG.G (UPOL),
4
- UNR affecting the usage rate of natural resources according to NRUR . G5(UNR) .
The control functions (G) specify to what extent the respective flows
are reduced by the corresponding allocations, characterised by the control
variables UP, UPOL and UNR.
It will be obvious that any of these control functions has to satisfy two
requirements, namely
(a) it should be equal to I if no control is exercised;
(b) it may not become negative.
In fact, it seems reasonable to assume some kind of law of diminishing returns.
Both requirements may be satisfied by defining the control functions as a
negative exponential function of the corresponding control variables, e.g.
G1(UP) = exp(-yl .UP.ISO/P).
This means that G1 is related to the average birth-control allocation per head,
UP.ISO/P, by means of an exponential function representing a gradually declining
effect of this allocation upon birth control; if UP=O (no allocation), G =I
(no effect on the birth rate). The larger the exponent is made, the smaller becomes G , the "strength" of the reduction being also determined by the coefficient
1
y , whose influence is to be discussed in Section 4.3.
1
What is spent on control is not available for other purposes. The costs
of control should somehow be taken into account. For this purpose, we defined,
in addition to Forrester's Material Standard of Living (MSL), also a Consumption
~SL (CMSL):
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GMSL

=

MSL.(1-UP-UGI-UPOL-UNR)/N

(4)

where N is a normalising constant chosen so as to make the 1970-values of
the modified model equal to those in the original Forrester model. The
Quality of Life (QL) is now related to GMSL instead of to MSL, but otherwise it is defined in exactly the same way (see sunnnary of equations in the
Appendix). The resulting model is very similar to the original one. If UGI
is chosen in a prescriberl manner, all its values being close to 0.22, and
the other control variables are taken equal to zero, all model variables
will behave in exactly the same way as in the original model, with the
exception of QL, because this variable is now no longer related to a hypothetical production capaWlf, but to what remains of the Industrial and
Service Output after the agricultural sector and capital reinvestments
have taken their share. But the control variables can also be given different
values as a function of time, and any choice that influences the behaviour
of the state variable, we call a con:tltol ~tlta.tegq. Of course, none of the
allocations may become negative, and hence:
UP: O, UGI> O, UPOL: O, UNR: 0

(5)

Further, the total allocation cannot exceed ISO, hence
UP+ UGI+ UPOL + UNR

~

I

(6)

Experience has taught us, however, that in order to achieve optimal
control, UGI may have to be changed abruptly as a function of time from
a very high value to a very low value, and vice versa; since this does
not appear to be realistic, it makes sense to constrain it as follows:
UL< UCI < UM

(7)

In principle, any control strategy satisfying (5), (6) and (7) is permissible;
we shall denote the collection of permissible control strategies by the symbol

n.
2.4

The choice on an optirn,wa.tion c.Jr.itvuon
In order to judge the merits of the strategies belonging to the set n, we
define a criterion functional J. This is simply a recipe for calculating
a figure of merit for each permissible control strategy; this value we denote by J(u). Such a criterion functional, also called a c.Jr.itvuon, has to
be defined in such a way that our desires with respect to the behaviour of
the model are taken into account. The Quality of Life (QL) offers an atractive
starting point, because it is intuitively obvious that acceptable model behaviour implies a "good behaviour" of QL. Therefore, we first consider the
following criterion:
2100
(8)
max
J QL(t)dt •
ud"l 1970
In connnon language, equation (8) means that we have to select an
allowable control strategy (i.e. one belonging ton) yielding the largest
average value of QL during the period 1970-2100. But QL represents the
quality of life of an individual. As mentioned above, the disadvantage of
this criterion is that the optimum is readily achieved by a drastic reduction
of the population. Therefore, a better criterion is:
max
UE:(l

2100
J
QL(t).P(t).dt,
1970

(9)
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because this takes the well-being of the whole world population into account.
A disadvantage of this criterion is that it does not take the conditions
after 2100 into account, and as a result the optimisation may lead to capricious
modes of behaviour during a few decades before 2100 because, according to (9),
it does not matter what happens afterwards (we call such modes of behaviour

u c.a.pa.d u ) .
Therefore, we found it better to add to the criterion the final values of
most state variables, weighed by appropriate factors, so as to take into
account what is being left to those who live afterwaris. Hence, the criterion
we have been using in most of the cases is as follows :
2100
I
J = max
QL(t)P(t)dt +
UE: li
1970
(10)

The choice of the values of Ai to AS determines to a considerable extent the
behaviour of the state variab es during the last decades of the optimisation
period, It is hardly possible to determine suitable values for these coefficient:
in advance; the values had to be chosen experimentally so that no escapades
did occur. As will be discussed in Section 3.6, other criteria have also been
considered,

3.

1JYNNHC OPTH!ISATION

3. 1

In:tJtoduction
In the preceding section we have formulated the dynamic optimisation problem in
the case of the F-model, During the solution of this problem, some unexpected
difficulties arose. Some of these were of a mathematical or numerical nature,
and will be discussed in the next Progress Report, V7, which will also pay
attention to the experience obtained with simplified models. But some of the
difficulties were found to be caused by the choice of the model and the problem
formulation, forcing us to reconsider both because they led to highly unrealisti ,
results, Therefore, we shall first discuss an adaptation of one of the original
table functions of Forrester's model, the replacement of table functions by
polynomial approximations, and the necessity of introducing a lower limit to
the CMSL. The resulting model is called the FP-model (Forrester Polynomial model
Subsequently, the dynamic optimal control of this FP-model will be discussed.
Finally, three different kinds of investigations are described, concerning
(i) the influence of other criteria, (ii) the effect of optimising over a
longer period, and (iii) the effect of constraining the final values.

The c.ha.n9e o~ a :table ,unction

3.2

At first, the piecewise linear table functions of the original Forrester model
were used in spite of the fact that they are not differentiable at certain
points, Also, we respected the custom that, if the argument of a table function
exceeds one of its limits, the output value of the table function remains equal
to the corresponding limit-value (saturation). This gave rise to difficulties
because optimisation was rather successful: capital investments (CI) rose to
extremely high values - about 80 times as large as the 1970-value - and as a
result several functions became saturated, The main reason was that NRMM remains
constant for values of the material standard of living (MSL) larger than 10;

*

In equation (10), the state variables are expressed in standardised units as
explained in Section 3.5,1,
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NRMMrepresents the usage of natural resources per head per year as a function
of MSL. The optimisation procedure managed to make MSL much larger than
Forrester may have imagined, and as a resu J_ t the depletion of natural resources
was no longer affected by MSL once it became larger than 10. Since many of
the results of this exercise looked extremely unrealistic, we introduced a
new approximation for NRMM covering a larger range of MSL values which
is in fair agreement with the original function in its original range, see
Figure 2.

NRMM(MSL)
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Coupling function NRMM

This led to less unrealistic results, but because of the piecewise linear
character of Forrester's table functions, the results of the optimisations
still displayed a number of curious artefacts that served to make clear that
a less crude mathematical model was indispensable. The next section describes how we tried to stay as closely as possible to the original model
while avoiding some of its more obvious shortcomings.

3. 3

Polynom-i.,ai, a.ppJr.oxhnationJ.i 06 .ta.ble nun.monJ.i
The piecewise linear character of the model functions spoiled many attempts
at optimisation (in particular the convergence of gradient methods) and tended
to lead to absurd results. So we replaced these table functions by smooth
polynomial approximations, which eliminated almost all difficulties. For
details, see the Appendix. The resulting FP-model corresponds very closely
to the original model, but the piecewise linear functions are approximated
by smooth polynomials, the range of the NRMM-function has been extended, and
the control variables have been introduced as described in Section 2.3.

3. 4

A lowefl. C.OnJ.itlta.bit on. c~~SL
Experience taught us that optimal control tended to allocate high values to
most control variables at the beginning of the optimisation period. In fact,
if constraint (6) was not enforced, it was violated, the sum of the control
variables becoming larger than I, resulting in a n.egative value of CMSL
according to (4)! Upon due consideration we concluded that it was better to
impose a lower boundary value (B) upon CMSL than to impose the constraint
formulated in (6). As we shall see in the next section, the lower constraint
upon CMSL does not have a pronounced influence on the optimal model behaviour,
except at the beginning of the optimisation period.
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A complete specification of the model - which, in this report and the next,
means not only the actual world model but also the other parts of the problem
formulation, like the control f unctions, criterion, constraints, and time-span
of the optimisation - is given in the Appendix.

3.5
Optimal modtl behaviouJt
3.5. 1 S.tanda1td-oetimal_f.iolu;ti,on_and_1tee1te.oenta.:Uon
For ease of reference, all figures to be discussed from now on are collected
in the Annex to this Progress Report. Figure 3 shows the standard-optimal
behaviour of the FP-model, where the word }.,tandaJtd refers to the reference
case specified in the Appendix. For ease of comparison, all state variables,
except CIAF, will henceforth be standardised too, which means that P, CI, POLR
and NR represent the values of Population, Capital Investment, POLlution and
~atural Iesources divided by th;ir respecti-;e va,ues in 1970, and hence represent dimensionless numbers equal to I in 1970 . The variable CIAF - already
a dimensionless ratio - is left unmodified. In aJl graphs in this report, all
state variables will thus be represented in the same way.
3.5.Z ~emMkable_~eatuJte.o
- The t,ailtly /1,M:t ll.edue,u,on at, :the popula.:Uon :to a moJte alt le.of.i f.i:table levtl at
about 6n% at, :the 1970-value is remarkable.
- The c.aplial inve.o:tmen.:0!l ·(CI) keep g1towing up :to neaJtly 1Z time.o :the 1970-value

(in about 2080). It is easy to understand how this comes about.
According to the model we have:

•

CI= CI.{ (I-CIAF).NREM.UCI/3 - 0.025}

( I I)

from which it follows that the maximum of CI is determined by CIAF, UCI and
NREM. If we recall that CIAF is about 0.14 and fairly constant while UCI is
constrained between 0,198 and 0.242, CI cannot stop growing before NREM decreases to 0.44, or NR/NR(l970) to 0.48.
In other words: c.aplial inve.o:tmen.:0!l k.eep g1towing until :the amount 06 natuJtal

Jte.oouJtc.e.o bec.ome.o le.of.i :than 50% at,

w

1970 value.

At first, optimal control will tend to stimulate the growth of CI because
CMSL plays an important part in the criterion. On the other hand, economic
growth will be reduced when pollution rises, by reducing UCI to its lower
limit at a certain moment, which happens shortly after the production of pollution has reached a maximum value and the allocation to pollution control
has been made larger than ever before.
Sholt:tly at,:teJt the yeM Z000, the levtl at, poilu;ti,on POLR Jteac.he.o a maximum
at, about 7. One may que1ition how .the mode,l mak.e.o l i poMible .to Jteac.h f.iuc.h
a high value.

The explanation is that POLR has a relatively weak influence on the criterion:
if POLR is raised from I to 8, QL is reduced only by 10%. Around the year 2000,
POLR exerts enough influence on the criterion to make stronger antipollution
measures necessary: after 2020 about 10% of the nonagricultural Gross World Product
is used to combat pollution.
The 1tedue,u,on o{i :the Uf.iage Jr.ate at, natuJta.l Jte.oouJtc.e.o appaJten.tly gw .the
highe.o.t pJr.J,oJtliy; !toughly f.ipealung moJte .than a .tllid 06 .the nonagJr.J,c.ul:tuJtal GJtoM
Wolr1.d P1toduc..t ,{,}., ailoc.ated .to .t~ puJtpof.ie.

This is also easy to understand, for the effectiveness of the production
sector is determined by the available amount of natural resources. If this

*

In the case of pollution, this definition corresponds to POLR, the POLlution
Ratio as defined by Forrester so as to be equal to 1 in 1970 (see lzf:" p,57).
A minor complication is that POLR(l970) is actually significantly smaller
than 1 under standard-run conditions. Nevertheless, POLR - as defined by
Forrester - is the quantity plotted in all the graphs of this report.
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amount decreases rapidly, the effectiveness of production will decline rapidly too. As the optimisation considers the whole period from 1970-2100, it is
understandable that so much effort is devoted to delaying the exhaustion of
natural resources. It will be noticed that at first UNR is as large as 10-45%,
apparently to keep the level of NR as high as possible and to ensure the fast
growth of capital investments.

A~te.Jt the ~A.Jl..,6t 5~ ~eo.JU:,, CTAF beQome/2 a.lmo~t QOMtant and abou;t equal to 0.14.
This is partly because CIAF has a lag of 15 years, but mainly because a kind
of "saturation effect" occurs: once CI is larger than, say, 5, the total
investments in agriculture (CI.CIAF) are so large that an abundance of food
is produced and that further increases hardly affect the Quality of Life.
The initial part of the optimisation period is characterised by large values
of most control allocations, apparently to make the state variables achieve
"better" values as soon as possible.
The end of the optimisation period is characterised by one or two e/2Qapade/2,
which we have encountered in the results of many other optimal control calculations, and which we have sometimes called: "spending of the pool for a
treat for all". This phenomenon is particularly pronounced if the criterion
does not take the final values of the state variables into account. As shown
in Figure 3, UP and UNR become zero while UCI is already minimal and UPOL all
of a sudden starts to rise steeply. Usually, these phenomena may be regarded
as interesting artefacts, for they tend to vanish if the optimisation period
is extended (mathematically, they demonstrate that the optimal solution satisfies the "initial" conditions of the adjoint variables at the very end of the
optimisation period, just as the prescribed initial values of the state variables
may give rise to similar phenomena at the beginning of the period).
The most interesting part of the optimal solution is the period from 1990
to 2070, during which most state variables are either constant or changing
very gradually, and the sum of the control variahles - the fraction of ISO
allocated to control purposes - remains fairly contant, namely about 0.7.
This illustrates that it is useful to divide the optimisation period into
three subperiods, viz.:
(I) an initial period, during which control tries to give the state variables
"more acceptable" values as soon as possible,
(2) a fairly calm intermediate period of rising prosperity, during which a
virtually constant fraction of ISO is used for control,
(3) a brief, final period characterised by relatively irregular behaviour
of state and control variables.
The optimal control allocations are depicted in a different way in Figure 4,
which shows how "the ISO-cake" is divided. This figure illustrates that during
the intermediate period a fairly constant fraction of ISO is left over for
"consumption".
Figure 5 shows the optimal behaviour in case. CMSL is not constrained. From
a comparison with Figure 3 it is seen that after the first 20 years the differences are quite insignificant. The criterion values are listed in the
following table.

TABLE I
value of the integral
without CMSL constraint

455.05

CMSL constraint

445.88

with

value of the criterion

500. 72

.

493. I 2
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3.6

CoM,idcJta.Uon o~ d-<-66eJtent cJt,U,etua
Every -optimal control is optimal only according to a pnv.icJu,berl criterion.
In real life there is no objective way of arriving at the best criterion.
Hence, any control strategy is optimal only in a certain sense. In order
to get a good general view of the various possib le optimal control strategies,
we would have to investigate a whol e range of criteria, but that would require an excessive amount of computer time. Yet. also in view of what we
have seen until now, some general indications concerning a "good" criterion
may be given:
a high Quality of Life during the optimisation period,
- a stabilisation of population, or a population reduction which is not too
drastic,
- a reasonable amount of natural resources remaining available in 2100.
The first requirement is in ccnflict with the others, and therefore we
found it interesting to investigate the following alternative criteria:
2100
(a)

max

I

>-1. x(2100)

QL{t)dt

+

QL{t)dt

+ AT. x(2100), provided P(t) = I for 1970 < t < 2100

1970
2100
(b)

max

!
1970

2100
T
2
/ QL.P(t) .dt + A .x(2100)
1970

(c)

max

(d)

max NR(2100)

where x represents the vector of state variables and A the vector of weighting
coefficients Tpplied to the (normalised) values of the state variables in
2100, while A .x(2100) is a kind of shorthand representation of the last
five terms of (IO). Cases b, c, and d have been calculated without CMSL
constraint to save computer time, but the optimal behaviour wdh CMSL constraint is closely related to the behaviour wdhou;t it.
Some remarks about the alternatives considered:
(a) The disadvantage of this criterion is that population is reduced very
fast, as early experiments have revealed.
(b) In this case the population is stabilised to a certain extent.
.
. remarkable.
Figure
6 shows the results *.The fast growth of CI is
This is understandable, for to maintain a larger population, more means
of production are needed (compare Figures 6 and 3). To ensure a fast
growth of CI, a pronounced protection of the natural resources is necessary,
particularly at the start of the optimisation period. As a result, CMSL
remains very low during the first half a century. After the first
decade, birth control requires relatively small allocations, because the
Material Standard of Living is high, and as a result the birth control
function G1 (UP) (see Appendix) is very effective (see also Section 4.3).
(c) This criterion weighs the size of population ra~her more heavily than
the original criterion, QL being multiplied by P instead of P. Yet, the
population curve turns out to be almost the same during the first 50 years,
but later on the population becomes larger (compare Figure 7 to Figure 3} •

•

Pis not fully stabilized in the figure of two reasons, viz.:
(1) To realise P(t) = I, a so-called penalty function has been added to
the integrand Q{t) in the criterion functional, This means that deviations
of P(t) from 1 are penalised by decreasing the criterion value. Small and/or
short deviations, however may have only little influence on the criterion
value.
(2) To save computation time, iterations have been stopped before full convergence
had been achieved.
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Again the optimal solution is characterised by strong economic growth,
CI becoming about 18 times as high as in 1970. To make this fast growth
possible, a large part of the nonagricult 1ral Gross World Product is again
diverted to reducing the usage of natural resources.
(d) This criterion follows from the original one by letting the weighting
factor of NR(2100) go to infinity; to gain an impression of the
consequences we have calculated the optimal behaviour in case A = 10000
5
(see I 101). As Figure 10 shows the results are rather unrealistic:
control is devoted almost entirely to maintaining the available amount
of natural resources at the expense of all other quantities. The
pollution is induced to create a strong reduction of the population to
ensure that hardly any natural resources are used!
3. 7

Co ncf 1L6 io n.-6
Principal elements of an acceptable control strategy appear to be:
- A "good" Quality of Life.
- An ' 1acceptable" population policy.
- A reasonable amount of natural resources remaining available at the end of
the optimisation period.
The exercises have further shown that, in order to gain more insight, it is
useful to investigate a variety of criteria, in each of which one of the
above elements is emphasised particularly. But it should be borne in mind
that overemphasis of one particular element is not desirable in any criterion
that is to be taken seriously. Such a criterion has to take a variety of
aspects into account and to weigh them against each other. For example, we
found that the more weight is assigned to the population in a criterion
function, the more economic growth is stimulated, for which purpose a larger
part of the ISO is required for protection of the natural resources,
resulting in a low value of the Quality of Life during the first decades.
In almost all aspects, the standard criterion presented in this report was
found to be the least unsatisfactory.

3.8

Long-teJun optiYn,{,,6a;t,i,on
The optimisation studies discussed until now have always covered a period
of 1~0 years: 1970 - 2100,and the question arises what happens if the period
is made longer.
We have investigated only one longer optimisation period, lasting 260
years, because longer periods require much more computation time and may
give rise to additional numerical difficulties. The most interesting
question is, of course, whether the solution covering a longer period is
essentially different from one over a period of 130 years. An answer is
provided by Figure 8.
The principal conclusion is that, except for UCI, the solution is not
very different from the standard optimal solution. The state variables
change gradually (except for the peak in POLR) and, more clearly than
before, there is an interim period in which the state variables are almost
linear functions of time, namely the period 2050 - 2150. Perhaps the
most interesting aspect is the fairly constant value of CI, for why would
precisely this behaviour be optimal during the period of time considered?,
particularly in view of the fact that the decline of the natural resources
reduces the productivity in the CI-sector. It is interesting to note that
the allocation to capital investment, UCI, is raised in the period 2110 2130. By assuming that the optimisation attempts to stabilise the
means of nonagricultural production, the behaviour of UCI is easily
explained. The relatively large allocations to investment in Cl during
1980 - 2030 ensure a fast increase in CI, but then a pollution peak arises,
calling for a larger allocation to pollution control (UPOL), at the expense
of re-investment$ (UCI).
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When about 50% of the original amount of natural resources have been used,
CI reaches its maximum and the optimal control_ attempts to maintain this
level by increasing UCI. But NR goes on decr e asing and hence CI has to go
down in the long run and in 2230 it has decre ased to about 3 times its
1070-level. The phenomena just described a re the only prominent qualitative
differences of an optimisation covering a period of 260 instead of 130
years.
At this point it is wor th while to pay a little more attention to the
interim period in which mosL stat e variables (P, CI and CIAF) remain fairly
constant while NR displays an almost constant rate of change. Such a period
also manif ~sts itself during optimisation over 130 years, albeit in a less
pronounced way. One may speculate that this interim period tends to become
more pronounced according as the period of optimisation becomes longer. From
the literature (see, for example 19 I, I In I and I 11 it is known that certain
classes of optimal control problems are also characterised by the existence
of a period of such a character, in which cases the dynamic optimal solution
of the problem converges towards the static optimal solution for increasing
optimisation periods. This, then, is often called 'turnpike behaviour' which
suggests the existence of a 'main road in state space' which the state
variables prefer to take. Obviously, the FP-model does not allow of true
turnpike behaviour because there is no static optimal solution because:

I)

•

NR

=

-P * NR.~(MSL) * exp(-3.S*UNR)

cannot become zero. This does not exclude that the concepts and some of the
findings of the theory of turnpike behaviour are applicable to the FP-model.
From this point of view we have investigated the capital-resources subsystem
of the FP-model, because this subsystem was found to have a pronounced
influence ot the rest of the model, while being almost totally independent
of it, which means it is a :'!early autonOlT!OUS subsystem. Optimal control
tends to stabilise CMSL in this subsystem, the tendency becoming more
pronounced if the optimisation period is longer. So one could regard CMSL
as a variable displaying turnpike behaviour. This is a rather interesting
feature: optimal behaviour aiming at stabilising what in the literature on
turnpike behaviour is sometimes called 'the pattern of consumption' during
the whole optimisation period l13I, From Figure 8 we may deduce that the
product QL.P displays a similar tendency. ~e have made some attempts to
exploit the turnpike behaviour in optimal-control calculations but, as
explained in the next Progress Report, V7, the results have not been very
encouraging.

3. 9

The_

e.66e.c...t 06

c.onJ.itltcu..n.u on .the_ 6,£.nal vctlu.e-6

Near the end of the optimisation period the behaviour is influenced by the
choice of the weighting coefficients A with which the final values of the
state variables are multiplied in the criterion: as remarked in Section
2.4, state variables may make strange escapades during the last few
decades. Such unrealistic modes of behaviour may be avoided by choosing
appropriate :\-values; as will be described in the next chapter, this was
done empirically.
An alternative way of influencing the final behaviour is to fix the
final values of one or more state variables. An interesting question then
is how A should be chosen in the original problem formulation so as to
produce the same final value. V7 will discuss a method of achieving
prescribed final values, but here the discussion will be limited to an
example.
The remainder of the natural resources in 2100 is a potentially
important quantity. According to the standard-optimal solution its value is
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nearly 40% of the amount of resources in 1970: NR(2100)=0.384 . It is
interesting to investigate how the optimal behaviour is affected if the
final-value constraint NR(2100) = 0.5 is introduced. Figure 9 shows what
happens in this case.
As was to be expected, the allocations UNR for reducing the usage rate of
NR are increased, UCI is reduced to its lower boundary at an earlier time
and, consequently, CI grows more slowly. The following table gives the
values of A and the final value of NR for both cases:
TABLE II
NR(2100)

A5(2100)

Standard optimal behaviour
(no final-value constraint)

.384

100

Optimal behaviour with prescribed
value of NR(2100)

.500

303. 77

4.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE OPTrnAL SOLUTION

4. 1

In,tJt.oduc..u.on

Various parameters in criterion , model equations and control variable
constraints were chosen fairly arbitrarily and therefore we studied how
sensitive the results of the optimisation are to changes in these
parameters. The sensitivity with respect to the following parameters will
be discussed in this chapter:
- The wughung c.oe66,i,uen.t6 A 06 :the 6,i,na..t va.lue..6 06 :the -6:ta:te va1u.,able..6
- The paJtame:teM y ,i,n :the c.on,tJt.ol 6unc..u.on.6
- The loweA c.on-6:tltMn:t, B, on CMSL
- The c.on.6:tltMn.t6, UL and UM, on UCI
- The polynomial apphouma:t,i,on-6 06 POLCM(CIR) and NRMM(MSL)
A more complete description of the investigations is given in 1121.
4. 2

The wughung c.oeooiuen:t-6 A 06 :the 6,i,na.l va.lue-6 06 :the -6:ta:te va1u.,able..6

As mentioned in Section 3.8, the values of A may influence the behaviour
of the state variables near the end of the optimisation period and it
makes sense to avoid such 'escapades' by a suitable choice of the values
of the A's. These values can be found by trial and error as will be
described here. The A's pertaining to CI and CIAF are not discussed,
because these state variables have not shown any tendency to make escapades.
4. 2 • 7 Wug hung_ c.o e1n,luen:t _AI _ (19019ula:t,i,o n)

Its reference value is Al = 10.
We have also made optimisations using A1 = I, 30 and JOO. With increasing
A , P(2100) increases (as is to be expected) and more is re-invested in
We have already discussed a similar situation in Section 3.6: according
as the population increases, the capital investments also tend to increase.
No figures of the results are shown, because the differences are not of
great interest. The main conclusion is that A = I appears to be a ~ood
choice, because then the population remains aimost constant during the last
few decades.

ct.
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4.2.2 Wughting_eoe66iuent_A 4_(poULLU.on)
The pollution is a sensitive variable in the Forrester model. Therefore,
it is not surprising that this state variable may display the most
pronounced escapades when the year 2100 is approached. The reference
value is A4 = -0.5 and in the sensitivity analysis the values -0.1 and -I
were tried. The results brought no surprise at all: only the ultimate
behaviour of POLR changed as was to be expected, the other state variables
being hardly affected. The reference value turned out to be a good choice.

4.2.3 Wughting_eoenaiuent_A 5_(na.twr.al_~e/2ouJLee/2)
As explained above, this is an important parameter and if it is increased
we may expect:
(a) An increased NR(2100)
(b) Reduced re-investments in means of production, and hence
(c) A slower growth and a lower maximum of CI
(d) An increased allocation (UNR) to saving natural resources.
Figure 10 confirms these expectations. Table III shows the values of
AS that were used and sununarises some important results.
TABLE III
AS

Value of Integral *

0
IOO(ref)
1000
10000

448,29
447.11
339.94
77.26

t I/ 6A5

-0.0012
-0.008
-0.029

Criterion
value

NR(2JOO)

454.14
492.20
985.12
8474.43

0.34
0.39
0.64
0.84

An instructive choice - already consider ed in Section 3.6 (sub d)
is AS= 10,000, which lays the emphasis almost completely on the natural
resources at the expense of all other terms in the criterion equation. As
a result, NR declines so very slowly that CI does not reach its maximum
before 2100, and nothing is allocated to pollution because the greater
part of ISO is allocated to control the usage rate of the natural resources.
This leads to an enormous rise in pollution, causing a drastic reduction
of the model's population - owing to a sharp reduction of the Food per
Head supply caused by Pollution as well as to the direct influence of
pollution - which goes to show that a policy aiming exclusively at the
protection of natural resources is not a very desirable one in Forrester's
World.
In view of the results, the reference value AS= 100 appears to be
a reasonable choice, but any value up to 500 would be a reasonable
alternative.

4.3

The paJz.ame.,tvv.,

y ~n

the eo~ol ounetionJ.i

The effectiveness of the control functions G (UP), G (UPOL) and G,(UNR)
1
4
depends on the values of y 1 , y and Y,, respectively. It is important
4
to test the influence of tfiese parameters because a large value implies
the assumption of more effective - or: cheaper - control .

• As

before, this means:
2100
I= r
QL(t).P(t).dt, the criterion value J is obtained by addition of
1970
the final values of the state variables, weighted by the coefficients A.
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4.3. 1 Poeu..f.a.uon_eon.btol_eaJtamueJtL_YJ
The corresponding control function is:
G (UP)= exp(-y .UP.MSL)
1
1
The reference value is y 1 = 25. This implies that if MSL = I and if 4% of
the nonagricultural Gross World Product were used for birth control purposes,
the birth rate would be reduced by 62%.
The results of calculations with y = 10 and 40 are somewhat
1
surprising. As y increases, birth control becomes more effective, or, to
1
put it otherwise, the allocations to birth control are adapted by the
optimal control algorithm in such a way that the course of the population
as a function of time remains virtually the same.
A highly remarkable "optimal" behaviour is found for y = 1, see
1
Figure 11. Apparently, birth control has now become so expensive that
next to nothing is allocated to it during the first 40 years. The outcome
of this is that population grows quickly, as a result of which MSL
decreases, which makes birth control even more expensive (or: less
effective)! Since CMSL may not become smaller than 0.75, no means of
controlling pollution become available for a long time, which in the long
run causes an enormous pollution peak that reduces the population by about
70% within 30 years! Because of this, a rather better situation ensues
after 2050. Owing to the drastic population reduction, MSL reaches a
reasonable value and the further behaviour of the model is less abnormal.
Yet the whole behaviour of the model from 1970 - 2100 is optimal in the
sense of the usual criterion with y = I. Broadly speaking, what happens
1
is that population control through birth control (UP) is replaced by
"control through pollution", which mainly means: death control. Obviously,
such a kind of bP.haviour is highly undesirable.
Apparently, the value of y is not very critical in the neighbourhood
1
of its reference value.

4.3.2 PoUu.tion_eon.btol_eaJUm1eteJtt_Y

4

Control function G (UPOL) is a little more complicated than G , namely:
1
4
G (UPOL) = exp(-y .UPOL.MSL/POLCM)
4
4
The reference value is y = 5; the effect of y = 3 and 7 has also been
4
4
investigated. The results are not surprising; with increasing y (more
4
effective, or: cheaper, pollution control), less is allocated
to
pollution control and the top value of POLR becomes a little smaller.
Otherwise, the changes do not appear to be significant. Again, the main
consequence of changing a y seems to be that the corresponding allocation
is changed accordingly, the state variables being hardly affected.

4. 3. 3 Natu1r.a.l _tte-6ou/tee-6 _ eon.btol _ea1tamue1tt-Y

5

This parameter determines the effectiveness of the reduction of the usage
rate of natural resources as follows:
G (UNR) = exp(-y .UNR)
5
5
The reference value is y = 3.5 ; two other values have been tested, namely
5
2 and 5. Figure 12 shows the results.
With increasing y - more effective (or: cheaper) control - NR remains
5
larger, hence capital investments remain more effective and yield a (much)
larger ISO, making larger absolute allocations possible. So, even if UNR
does not change profoundly, ISO.UNR and ISO.UPOL may be considerably larger,
resulting in a much larger CI and - in spite of that - a somewhat lower
POLR, conditions favouring a population rise in the second part of the
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optimisation period.
Apparently, i n contra st t o the t wo pre ceding cases, an increase in
effectiveness (higher y ) does not r esu l t in a lower allocation (UNR),
5
but in a rather differen t behaviour of the state variables NR, CI and P.
Small wonder that the cr it erion value is a lso affected relatively strongly
and favourably, see Tab le IV,
TABLE I V
Y5
2
3.5(ref)
5

I ntegr al I
368.84
447.11

t:,I/t,.y5

+ 52 . 18
+ 31.3 2

494.0 9

Table V gives a general i mpr e s s ion of t he s ensitivities of the integral
value I with respect to t he A and y val ues considered. All difference
quotients are given with respect to the corresponding reference value.
TABLE V
gradient
t. I
-t.A I
t. I

t:, ).. 4
t. I

[;).. 5

4. 4

value

gradient

value

-0.11

t:,I
-t:,y l

9.98

-0.24

- 0 . 05

t:,I

t:,y4
t:,I
-t:,y 5

9. I 8

41. 75

This table shows that the A 1 S are f ar l e ss influential than the y's,
where y has by far the strongest i nfluence on I.
5
The. .loweJt c.on4',;tJuun.;t (B) on CMSL
CMSL corresponds to the fraction of Industrial and Service Output (ISO)
per head that is not allocated to control purposes, and hence becomes
available to "the consumers". If no constraints are introduced, optimal
control assigns such high values to most of the control variables during
the first decade of the optimisation period that CMSL would become very
small or negative. As explained in Section 3,4, we have therefore introduced
a lower constraint on CMSL, The influence of this constraint on the criterion
integral is shown in Table VI on t he r,f'x t page.
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TABLE VI
B

Integral I

.75(re f)

447. 11

.825

445.88

.9

441.69

I

435.05

Obviously, the influence of the lower boundary upon the integral value
is not very pronounced. Also, it is remarkable that the behaviour of
the state variables is hardly affected if Bis lowered (even during the
first decade, while the allocations are increased as Bis decreased).

4. 5

The c.o n6 ucunv.i (UL and W4 ) on UC I
As argued in Section 2.3.2, optimal control would introduce extremely
large variations in UGI if this control variable were not constrained.
Therefore, we introduced a lower and an upper constraint, UL and UM,
centered around UGI= 0.22. The effect of changing the range of UGI
upon the integral value I is shown in Table VII.
TABLE VII
range in %

UL

UM

Integral I

.209

-

.231

436.25

IO(ref)

. I 98

-

.242

447. 11

15

. I 87

-

.253

454,69

20

. I 76

-

.264

460.54

5

We found that the effect on the other control variables and on the state
variables was not very pronounced. Apparently, the optimisation is mainly
interested in the course taken by the state variables. Ideally speaking,
the best way of constraining UGI should be derived from economic considerations.

4. 6

I nve,,otigatio n o6 :the applW umatio n6

on

POL C~~ (CIR) and NRMM (MSL )

The approximations we used are given in the Appendix. As these coupling
functions were suspected to have a fairly strong influence on the "optimal"
behaviour, we tried a few other polynomial approximations including a simpler
polynomial for each function. Contrary to our initial expectations, the use
of the simpler polynomial did not significantly affect the results, for the
optimised behaviour remained essentially the same.

4. 7 Co nc.lu.6io n6
The principal conclusion of the sens1t1v1ty analyses is that - except for
a few extreme cases - the optimal-control solution based on the FP-model is
not very sensitive to the parameter variations considered, which means that,
broadly speaking, there is only one kind of optimal solution for a whole
collection of variants of the FP-model.
Other conclusions are:
- If the criterion is only to maximise the amount of natural resources
in 2100, the "optimal" behaviour is quite different - and unrealistic.
- If birth control is made "too expensive", the pollution starts to control
the population ("death control").

The integral in the criterion function is not very sensitive to
the parameter variations considered, the natural resources control
coefficient y being clearly the most influential.
- The value of~ (lower boundary of CMSL) does not affect optimal
behaviour very markedly.

5.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The coupling function ~RMM(MSL) had to be modified because,
according to the original Forrester model, NRMM would remain constant
if the Materiql Standard of Living became larger than 10. Under optimal
control, this limit is rapidly exceeded because economic growth takes on
enormous proportions - without being accompanied by any accelerated
depletion of the natural resources. Forrester himself has mentioned that,
perhaps, a continuously rising function might be more realistic (121, p.64);
we are inclined to agree. Also, we found it necessary to extend the range
of a few other approximations in a similar way beyond the range of originally
indicated by Forrester.
(I)

(2) The standard-optimal behaviour is characterised by a population
reduction to a fairly stable level, a long-lasting economic growth, an
almost constant CIAF (Capital Invested in Agriculture Fraction) and a
pollution peak a few decades after the beginning of the optimisation period.
A lower constraint on CMSL is necessary during the first decade in order to
avoid optimal solutions that do not make sense.
The standard-optimal behaviour can be roughly characterised by the following
average allocations, expressed in per cent of ISO:
4% allocated to population control
22% allocated to re-investment in CI (as in Forrester's standard run)
35% allocated to reduce usage of natural resources
8% allocated to pollution control
31% becomes available to 'consumers'.
Under optimal control, the Quality of Life, QL, is on the average about eight
times as large as in Forrester's standard run.
(3) The main conclusions concerning possible criterion functions are:
if only QL is integrated with respect to time, the result is an unacceptable reduction of the population. If, in addition, the size of the
population is kept at its 1970-value, a relatively large part of ISO is
allocated to the preservation of natural resources in order to increase
the capital investments needed to maintain the population, and as a result
QL remains low for a relatively long time,
If the only aim of optimisation is to maximise the amount of natural
resources in 2100, an enormous pollution peak is the result, and the
population size is subsequently 'controlled' by pollution.
A similar mode of behaviour occurs if birth control is assumed to be
much less effective (or: much more expensive) than in the reference case.
(4) The optimisation period can be divided into three intervals, namely an
initial and a final interval, in which boundary effects {"escapades" - see
also Progress Report V7) take place, and an intermediate period in which the
state variables change quite gradually. This intermediate period becomes
more pronounced if the optimisation period is extended. The resemblance to
"turnpike behaviour" is quite remarkable. Bye and large, the standard-optimal
behaviour was found to be quite insensitive - if not to say: astonishingly
insensitive - to the parameter variations considered.
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SYMBOLS
B

BR
CI
CIAF
CIR
CMSL
F-model
FP-model
FR
G. (u)
1

GR(x)
I

ICOR
ISO
J

MIT
MSL
NR
NREM
NRMM

NRUR
p

POL
POLG
POLCM
POLR
QL
t
u

UCI
UL
UM

UNR
UP
UPOL
X

y

• See

lower boundary of the value of CMSL, see Section 3.4
Birth Rate (people/year)
Capital Investment (capital units)
Capital I nvestment in Agriculture Fraction (dimensionless)
Capital Investment Ratio (capital units/person)
Consumption Material Standard of Living (see Section 2.3,2)
See Section 2,1
See section 3.1
Food Ratio (dimensionless)
control functions (see Section 2.3.2). G1 reduces the Birth
Rate, G the rate of pollution generation, G the usage rate
4
5
of natural resources
Growth Rate of a state variable, expressed as a function of
all state variables,
value of the integral in the criterion formula, see first
term at the right hand side of equation (10)
Industrial Capital/ Output Ratio (years)
Industrial and Service Output (see Section 2.3.1)
Criterion function to be optimised, see Section 2.4
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Material Standard of Living (dimensionless)
Natural Resources (natural resource units)
Natural Resource Extraction Multiplier (dimensionless)
Natural Resource from Material Multiplier (dimensionless)
Natural Resource Usage Rate (natural resource units/year)
Population (people)
Pollution (poll~tion units)
Pollution Generation (pollution units/year)
Pollution from Capital Multiplier (dimensionless)
Pollution Ratio (dimensionless)
Quality of Life (satisfaction units)
time (years)
control vector, containing UCI, UNR, UP and UPOL
fraction of ISO invested in means of production
lower boundary of the value of UCI (capital units)
upper boundary of the value of UCI (capital units)
*
£~action of ISO devoted to reduce usag 1 of natural resources
fraction of ISO used for birth control
*
fraction of ISO devoted to pollution control
vector of state variables, see eq. (2.1)
coefficient determining the strength of control allocations,
y determining the effect of UP through control function G
1
1
upon the birth rate BR; y 4 the effect of UPOL on pollution
generation rate POLG and y the effect of UNR on resource
5
usage NRUR
time increment (see eq, (2,1))
weighting factor in criterion, see Section 2.4
collection of permissible control strategies (i.e. UCI, UNR,
UP and UPOL as a function of time, in most cases from 1970-2100)

Figure I and accompanying text
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APPENVIX
FP-MODEL
A.I

Introduction
Detailed information about the original Forrester model is given in 121.
In Section 2 of the report, the FP-model (Forrester Polynomials model) was
briefly explained. A complete specification is given below. Symbols not
specified in the list of symbols in the report are explained in Appendix
C of Reference lzl,

A.2

State-variable equations

=
P

BRN = .040
= {BRN.BRMM(MSL).BRCM(CR).BRPM(POLR).BRFM(FR).G (UP) +
•
-DRN .DRMM(MSL),DRCM(CR).DRPM(POLR) .DRFM(FR)} ,P 1
DRN = .028
CI
= UGI.ISO - 0.025.CI
• = {CFIFR(FR).CIQR(QLM(CMSL)/QLF(FR))-CIAF}/CIAFT
CIAF
CIAFT = 15
P_OL = P.POLCM(CIR).G4(UPOL) - POL/POLAT(POLR)
NR = -P.NRMM(MSL).G5(UNR)
It will be noticed that these equations express the state variables also
in terms of certain intermediate or auxiliary variables that have been
introduced in the problem conceptualising and model building stage. All
these additional variables have to be specified as functions of the state
variables.
A.3

Auxiliary-variable equations
CIR = CI/P
CIAFN = .3
CIRA= CIR.CIAF/CIAFN
N = ,7828
CMSL = MSL.{1-UP-UCI-UPOL-UNR}/N
LA= 135.J06
CR
= P/{LA.PDN}
PDN = 26,5
FR
= FPM(POLR).FCM(CR).FPCI(CIRA)
ISO = CI,{1-CIAF},NREM/ICOR
IGOR= 3
MSL = CIR.NREM(NRFR).{1-CIAF}/{I-CIAFN}
NRI = 9.JoJO
NRFR = NR/NRI
POLS = 33. 108
POLR = POL/POLS
QL
= QLM(CMSL).QLC(CR) .QLF(FR).QLP(POLR)
Twenty-one variables were not specified in the form of equations, as above,
but by means of so-called table 6unc.tiono, see 121. These variables are,
in alphabetical order, BRCM, BRFM, BRMM, BRPM, CFIFR, CIQR, DRCM, DRFM, DRMM,
DRPM, FCM, FPCI, FPM, NREM, NRMM, POLAT, POLCM, QLC, QLF, QLM and QLP.
As explained in Section 3.3 of the report, a table function is a rather
primitive way of representing a nonlinear relation and causes considerable
side-effects in optimisation studies. Therefore, we have already
approximated the table functions by smooth polynomial functions:
f(x) = ao + al

,X +

a2.x

2

+ ••••

The coefficients a , a , a , etc. are specified in Table A-I in the
2
1
0
following order:
f(x)
ao
al
a2

The order of the polynomial function follows from the number of coefficients
listed.

I
I

I
II

BRMM(MSL)

9.27142853

-1

1.07788100

-1

1. 37142858

-2

1.07280700

-2

2.07142857

-3

-1.96197200
1 ,19048700

1. 16452528

-1

I

i -1.80875430
i

I 2.07672036
, -7. 27686482
I

-4

I
I!
i
i

NREM(NRFR)

7.00241120

-2

-4.20335073

-1

DRFM(FR) .

4.36114600

i

'

-1. 21587300

-2

-1

-5.33333337

-4

-2

7. 77777778

-6

-3

-1.37198100

-5.63095238

-4

-7.17151600

-2

7. 77777778

-6

4,79241100

-1

-1.38490000

-2

I

FCM(CR)

DRCM(CR)

9.00000000

-1

1. 57662780

2.97868000

5.00000000

-2

-6.60394837

-1

-3.04801000

5.00000000

-2

8.98694540

-2

DRMM(MSL)

-2.56917756

;

POLCM(CIR)

-2.80868200

-I

-1

6.2762180

-2

1.78613100

-1

-6.50349800

-2

6.66666680

-3

I

1. 13038139
I

-1.11816125

I

QLP(POLR)

2 .90083700

-2

-1.35139100

-3

2.36467500

-5

-I .86865081

-2

-3.54761899

-4

6.38888884

-6

-1

NRMM(MSL)

9.36667000

-1

-5.66460900

-1.0012200

-1

1 .13683700

3.3387600

-3

-1.38493300

-1

1.06418400

-2

-2.62043700

-4

-3
r

5.79524000

-2

1.04801587

-4.69843000

-3

2.81084673

1.98890000

-4

-3.41888000

-6

1,99832182

POLAT(POLR)

FPCI(CIRA)

BRCM(CR)

-1

-I

7.69541600

-I

-2.86928923

-1

-8.60140000

-2

3.73391612

-2

-2;64180300

-3

-1

5 , 92857148

-I

-1.66214850

-2

5.43464300

-1

1. 6480159

-1

8. 99824969

-7.63888896

-2

-5.57696700

-2

2.80952381

-3

1,01851852

-2

1.83614000

-3

-2. 77777777

-6

I

I
I
I

CIQR

5.55944000

5.09934300

II

I

gLC(CR)

-1

I

'

2.17053700

1,53463000
-3.99813000

i

!

QLM(MSL) .

I

-1

1. 04928571

iI

I

I

'O

-2
.i:--

-8. 7828670

!

1, 05333300

I

I

QLF(FR)

i

-9.48015873

-2.49366758

I

i

4.24544000
-1

I'

I

1.02925871

2,19004600

CFIFR(FR)
1. 0009320

-6.46689100

3.79442180

I

1 .03523809

BRPM(POLR)

I

I

I

FRM(POLR)

BRFM(FR)

DRPM(POLR)

I

'

TABLE A-I - COEFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS
Explanation see Appendix, Section A.3
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The so-called c.on;tJw.t ounc.tion6 are specified 1.n the next section.
A.4

Control functions
G1 (UP)
c 4 (UPOL)
G (UNR)
5

A.5

exp(-y .UP.MSL)
1
exp(-y .UPOL.MSL/POLCM(CIR))
4
exp(-y .UNR)
5

=
=

Initial conditions 1970
P(IQ7n)

=

CI(I970)

reference value YI
reference value Y4
reference value Y5

25
=

IO

=

3.5

Usual time interval: 1970-2100

3.67830938.10 9
3.83097633. 10

CIAF(Jo7n)=

9

.28031694

POL(l970) = 2.88957159.ln 9
11
NR(l970) = 7.7680742.10
A.6

Constraints on control variables
UP> 0,

UPOL

~

UNR

0,

UL< UCI < UM

0,

reference values: UL= .198,

UP+ UCI + UPOL + UNR
A.7

>

<

UM= .242

I

Uncontrolled standard-run conditions
The standard run of the original F-model 1.s reproduced accurately if:
UP= UPOL = UNR = 0
and if UCI is chosen as shown in Table A.II.
PERIOD
1870
1980
1990
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090

A.8

-

1°80
)QO()
2000
2020
203n
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100

UCI

standard

.21474
.21333
.21202
.21227
.2140Q
.21529
.21656
.21818
.22029
.22310
.22682
.23756

Criterion formula
In most investigations the criterion was:
2100
max
f QL(t).P(t).dt + Al .P(2100) + A2 ,CI(2IOO) + A3 .CIAF(2100) +
ue:n 1970
A .POL(2100) + A .NR(2100)
4
5

(IO)

p. It,

Reference values (important: see Section A,9)

= 10
"2 = 0
"3 = 0
"4 = -.5
"5 = 100
"I

A.9

Normalisation of state variables
For ease of study, the values of the state variables P, CI and NR are
normalised in all presentations of results in such a way that their values
in 1070 are I. These normalised values are also used in the preceding
criterion formulation (10). For practical reasons explained in Section 3.5.1
of the report, the values of POLR are given as defined by Forr e ster (i.e.
defined so as to be I in 1970, but actually being significantly smaller than
I in 1070).

